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Great Minded People Think And Talk About Ideas
Albert Einstien said, “the mind exposed to new things never returns to its original size”. Though
our physical growth is limited, our spiritual and intellectual growth potential is infinite. This tells
me that regardless of where my body is geographically, my mind, my creative energy and, the
evolution of brilliant ideas can transcend the physical form or location.
Having matured over the years into this depth of understanding, while simultaneously
learning that the controller of the circumference of my education is equally the controller of my
circumference of activity, Eve been able to break the chains of mental enslavement inherited over
the generations by engaging in vigorous self-study to find life’s true purpose. Devoting my time
to voraciously researching subjects that compliment my interest for freedom, the circumference
of my activity has expanded and shifted. I no longer think within any confined space. Knowledge
is infinite and so is my capacity to triumph at all I will. My God given gifts are mine and mine
alone. The concepts I have been Divinely designed to develop, no one else qualifies nor were
bestowed the equipment to build.
This has taught me that I can succeed even while I am incarcerated. Does my current
situation deprive me of brainstorming the next big idea? Should the world then also be deprived
of my genius because of the walls, bars and guards that imprison me? I don’t believe it should.
My belief is rather, in compliance with DOCCS mission statement and focus on rehabilitation,
incarcerated people be taught true means to become self-sufficient. Learning to be independent of
the “rat-race” Robert T. Kiyosaki informs and warns of in the book “Rich Dad, Poor Dad: the
things rich people teach their kids the poor don’t.”
Studies prove that imprisoned people who aim toward higher learning reduce the
percentage of recidivists. And, when released people enroll in programs like Catherine Rohr’s
Defy Ventures-which converts ex-convicts into entrepreneurs by witfully contrasting that the
same processes criminals bind themselves with in underworld trappings share interchangeable
corporate world formulas. Then teach them the conversions and application of the new
information and outlook—success is imminent. Still more impressive is that a large part of the
people enrolled at Defy Ventures who succeed experienced their aha! moment while
incarcerated.
Incarceration is no different disability then being blind or deaf, yet we know the
contributions Helen Keller has made. So how many more years or decades will we wait before

the incarcerated persons’ reformed mind is credited for conjuring the next game-changing idea
contributing positively toward humanity? And, how long before we realize that the bulk of
incarcerated persons are an extension of the neighborhoods they left and will eventually return,
therefore a particular interest in their successful rehabilitation should be enforced. (Although we
know profiteers who view incarceration as an investment oppose this concept).
A common tale in NYS prisons is that a prisoner's creativity is responsible for the “black
box” utilized to further secure the handcuffs prisoners wear in transportation. As is the story that
a prisoner at Green Haven some years ago earned a $9 million award for selling a patent for a
retracting needle in the insulin syringe used today. These are just two examples of the potential
influence prisoners could have on society. If a real investment in their future were made, the
probability of their successes are beyond fathom.
Imprisoned men at Eastern CF were able to defeat Harvard University students in a
debate. This further suggests (and proves) that the prisoner can be truly reformed to become
highly likely to succeed and compete with the assumed best, given the right preparation and
opportunity.
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My ideal education would be concentrated on the elusive methods for financial freedom.
It would teach chiefly the ways our government offers/invites its citizens to develop ideas that 1)
create jobs, 2) create affordable housing, 3) produce food and, 4) produce energy. In return
provides huge tax breaks and incentives and even more assistance to execute. This curriculum
would help me to achieve my personal goals since these are the avenues a majority of
entrepreneurs traveled to create wealth and monopolize industries.
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If I could choose anyone living or dead to teach me, it would be Stephen Hawking
because I find fascinating, a man who is confined to a chair, essentially imprisoned within his
own body by disease, has still mastered his mind and selflessly put it toward study all humanity
benefits from. Overcoming physical limitations while discovering answers to mysteries in the
universe others (full-bodied) were not given the gifts to manifest.
People can be confined by a myriad of ways. That is, an actual prison, mental prison,
spiritual prison, employment prison, financial prison or other... where their liberties and
opportunities go restricted. While Stephen Hawking’s disability deprived him from engaging in
certain activities he did not allow this to conquer him. Instead, it fueled his intention. He
channeled his inner strength and allow his mind, his brain power to free him; granting access to
higher realms of life. As well as, even attain a form of celebrity.

I would question his ambition and request that he teach me to transcend the physical
limitations the actual prison I reside in creates. I would humbly implore that he train my brain to
think on his wave length and recreate his thought process in me. Doing this will prove to the
world that no matter where you are, or whatever the source of your limitations, your
contributions and impact on the world can still be legendary, meaningful, revolutionary and,
historical.
Since Stephen Hawkin's birthday is 300 years to the day of Galileo’s death and his death
date is on the day of Albert Einstien’s birth anniversary, I believe that he would be celestially
teaching me unimaginable truths to unlock all earthly deprivations.

*

Imprisoned people want to learn to be free; truly free. Not just free from their immediate
condition, but from the incarcerated-esque lifestyle they know, only. The using and selling of
drugs, guns and sex. They silently want to escape that and learn how to think like inventors and
innovators. To understand the process of how things are made, and why? Learn to identify a
problem and brainchild an innovative solution for it.
They want to be business owners and investors, the sort of people that get the best tax
incentives from our government to produce personal wealth. They want inclusion, to learn how
to convert (or disguise) a family vacation as a business trip for tax deduction purposes. Then
learn money management techniques so when they walk into huge amounts of cash flow, they
will not squander it like nearly all lottery winners and lavish estate beneficiaries who go broke
within a few seasons of their nouveau riches.
They want to learn how to write code. So that they could develop the next Facebook or
video game program or "Mobile app".
They want to learn how to write screenplays and break box office records, playwrights
that rival Hamilton and novels that sell like Harry Potter.
They fundamentally want to learn and be exposed to the skill set required to create for
themselves a comfortable life and not just be fill-ins for societal standards of life.
They want to learn raw law to combat the injustices they face each day within the criminal justice
labyrinth. Learning to litigate will increase the ability to defend against wrongful convictions and
help level the playing field of the lopsided district attorney’s conviction success rate.
Prisoners want to be exposed to positive, productive, progressive unknown worlds by
people they can relate to and identify with. If they were previously exposed to this, chances are it
was from people unlike them. In my third grade day Career Day, I can't recall any of the people
brought into speak about their respective fields and career choices; none of them made any
impression. Quite odd when a child's mind is malleable. But, if you look at it this way, even in

therapeutic settings like Alcoholics and Narcotics Anonymous, the instructors were once in the
same position as those seeking help. For most children, influence is more persuasive than
education, charisma over career and, personality over personal views. The visual overrides the
audio. Which is why many jewels go in one ear and out the others but they gravitate towards the
jewels they see. Acceptance supersedes good choices.
Growing up smart children were nerds, geeks, dweebs and, uncool. Teachers were equally
uncool. If the proverbial cool kids became the nerds, a fusion between the two worlds would
attract and captivate more people than imaginable. Prisoners ask, and I know they do because I
do, for this exposure to facts illustrative of the passions and desires for prosperity that are
feasible and within reach.
We ultimately want to learn how to heal. To correct any ill decisions made in the preconventional and conventional stages of life. To recover from whatever hidden trauma that lead
us astray and deal with the consequences honestly, cognitively. To be remorseful, thankful and
humble enough to make amends and make a conscious decision to give back to the world. We
want to be redeemed. Leaving the past in the rearview driving with purpose looking toward the
future.

Three pertinent Malcolm X soundbytes serve to conclude, "Education is our passport to
the future for tomorrow belongs to who prepares for it today" and, "if you find yourself in a
prison house, turn it into your university" and last, "To have once been a criminal is not a
disgrace. To remain that criminal is the disgrace".
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